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ON THE EGG-LAYING OF T H E GKASSHOLM 
GANNETS. 

B Y 

BERTRAM LLOYD. 

WHEX visiting Grassholm on July 21st, 1925, Mr. Charles 
Oldham and I were struck by the number of nests in the 
colony of Gannets (Sula bassana) which contained either two 
eggs or two young birds. Owing to the lateness of the date 
the densely crowded nests showed wide variation in their 
contents, which ranged from eggs or still blind nestlings to 
well-grown heavy young birds in down, able to bite or hiss at 
an intruder. 

So far as we can discover, virtually all authorities and 
observers agree in stating that the Gannet normally lays but 
a single egg.* R. J. Ussher, however (The Zoologist, VIII., 
96), has recorded that when visiting the breeding-station at 
the Bull Rock, Kerry, early in June, 1884, though each nest 
was found usually to contain but one egg, he noticed two 
containing two eggs each. " On emptying one of these pairs," 
he wrote, " I found one egg fresh, the other decidedly sat upon, 
so that they may have been laid by different birds." J. H. 
Gurney (The Gannet, 1913, p. 34), while remarking that two 
eggs are not infrequently found in the same nest " though not 
necessarily laid by the same bird," also cites a couple of 
instances—which he calls " very unusual "—of two incubated 
eggs being discovered in a single nest.f 

* E.g. Seebohm (Brit. Birds, 1885), Newton (Die. of Birds, 1896), 
Saunders (Manual, 1899), F. C, R. Jourdain and F. B. Kirkman 
(British Bird Book, IV., 1913), T. A. Coward (Birds of British Isles, 
1919-20), etc. W. H. Turle (The Ibis, 1891, p . 1) noted that he " found 
only one egg in a nest " in the gannetry on Little Skellig, which he 
estimated at " several thousands " ; T. H. Thomas (Cardiff Nat. Soc. 
Transactions, Vol. 2>, 1890) saw only one egg per nest in the Grassholm 
colony on May 24th, 1890 ; and T. W. Proger and D. R. Patterson 
(Cardiff A'a'. Soc. Trans., Vol. 38, 1905), writing of the same colony, 
affirm that " they lay but one egg." Finally, the encyclopaedic edition 
of Naumann (Vdgel Mitteleuropas, Vol. XI., 1905) states definitely that 
the Gannet " never lays more than one egg at a brood " ; and the 
Practical Handbook of British Birds (II., 408, 1924) with exemplary 
caution says : " One only, cases of two being probably due in most 
cases to two hens." 

f One is from Stack I.ii (St, Kilda), no locality being given for th3 
other. The hatching of two eggs in one nest, and its consequences, do 
not appear to have been studied yet, the finders of such pairs generally 
seeming more inclined to blow them—doubtless in order to test how-
far each is incubated. 
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In this connection it may be worth while to draw attention 
to the fact, recorded by W. Becbe in his Galapagos (1924, 
p. 268), that a near relation of our Gannet, the Bluefooted 
Booby (Sula nebouxi), frequently lays two eggs. Of one 
colony of these birds he writes that " there were more sets of 
two eggs than one, and about the same relative proportion of 
young birds," 

As regards the Grassholm gannetry, though but a small 
proportion of the nests still contained eggs on July 21st last, 
we noticed—without making a very careful search—four of 
them containing two eggs, while a considerable number held 
two young birds. Of the latter, the pair in each nest, so far 
as we could see, differed little if at all from one another in age, 
though in some cases one appeared to be slightly larger and 
further developed than his co-occupant. All about us 
nestlings were being fed by their parents, who were constantly 
flying in with fish—among which we noticed garfish, gurnard, 
herring and mackerel in plenty ; and although the usual 
unfortunate exigencies of time and tide precluded our making 
observations of any value as to the number engaged in feeding 
each pair of nestlings, we were forced to the conclusion that a 
considerable percentage of the Grassholm Gannets must 
either lay two eggs at one brood or indulge a very marked 
proclivity for a dual sharing of nests. 

This latter possibility, it must be pointed out, can hardly 
be accounted for on the score of lack of nesting-room ; for 
although the colony in its earlier years doubtless made use of 
typical sites and nested only on the tops of rock-stacks and 
on cliff-ledges, it appears now to have spread somewhat 
inland. Thus we found that many of the nests on the out
skirts were not built upon rock at all, but on the thin top-soil 
which covers the greater part of the island, supporting a 
vegetation consisting mainly of a bush growth of Orache 
(probably A triplex glabriuscula) and a couple of rough grasses 
(Fesiuca rubra and Holms lanatus). 

Much of this ground is honey-combed with Puffins' holes ; 
but the immediate hinterland of the Gannets'. breeding-
station aflords ample space for the colony to continue still 
further back from the cliffs the expansion already begun. 


